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xtremeDB is a portfolio of distributed power and I/O devices with ports for DEUTSCH connectors. Designed for the mobile 
controls market, they are IP67/IP69K rated and use CAN J1939 or CANopen for communication. DPLogic versions provide 
standalone controller options as well. The portfolio includes Active and Passive blocks, each with amperages up to 52A. These 
blocks reduce your wiring efforts by minimizing the need for spiderweb harnesses and junction boxes, while allowing for 
shorter cable runs to each device. Each I/O point on the block has LED indicators along with short circuit and over current 
protection, making troubleshooting a breeze.

| xtremeDB

DEUTSCH connectivity 
for sensors, valves and 
other components

LEDs for visual 
diagnostics at the ports

IP69K with 
Murrelektronik 
MDC cables

Power and 
configuration

CAN communication

| AT A GLANCE
• 6 CANbus Versions

• 5 Passive Versions

• A 10 Port CAN Splitter

• Configurable Inputs and Outputs
        - digital, 0-5V DC, 0-10V DC, 4-20 mA,
           counter frequency, encoder,
           ratiometric, ground input
        - PWM, PWM(i), digital or discrete, 
           open or closed loop

• Two I/O Pins per Port, 16 Total 
           Inputs/Outputs

• Current Rating
        - Up to 52A per module
        - Up to 10A per output

• Works in 12 and 24V DC systems

• Temperature Range: -40 to 85°C

• Size: 10.4” (L) x 3.8” (W) x 1.3” (D)

• Optimized Applications and Firmware 
          Available for Free

The trademark DEUTSCH is owned by the TE Connectivity Ltd. family of companies.

| HEAVY DUTY AND LONG-LASTING
xtremeDB may be compact, but it is no less heavy duty; in fact, it is more heavy duty because of this fact, and you can feel it. 
Composit housing that leaves no external metal parts means that it naturally prevents corrosion, so failure due to environment 
is an unlikely scenario. No need to waste space and money on an enclosure to shield this device—put it where you need it! 
Should the unit ever need to be replaced in the field, though, the Node ID is hardware set, so pre-configuring is unnecessary. 
Order your tough, user-friendly, system game-changing xtremeDB today.



| A SYSTEM OF SOLUTIONS
The fundamental task of an xtremeDB operating in a system is to convert device signals (inputs or 
outputs) to or from CAN messages to be processed or displayed by the main system controller or HMI. Any 
combination of 16 or fewer xtremeDB active (CAN) blocks and an unlimited number of passive xtremeDB 

blocks can be used in a single system to process just about any input or output 
type on a CAN network controlled by any brand of controller. By moving 

the I/O demands from the controller to xtremeDB, a smaller primary 
controller can be used while distributing the I/O connections 

around the machine where they are needed. This significantly 
reduces the need for complex harnesses, meaning faster 

installs, significantly reduced field service, and a smaller, 
lower-cost controller.

An investment in xtremeDB is not only an investment in 
one device; it’s an investment in a dynamic system that 
can be upgraded component-by-component, however 
innovation fits your schedule and budget. xtremeDB is a 
scalable solution that is compatible with any combination 

of past and future technology, such as telematics or 
wireless CAN solutions. Your systems, with xtremeDB and 

its upgradable firmware, is future-proofed thanks to Data 
Panel’s commitment to innovative product enhancements.

Shown below is a system that utilizes both active and passive blocks to provide a clean 
network installation. Although only 22 I/O is demonstrated, the same components could 

provide up to 52 I/O. 

Passive Block

CAN Splitter

Active Blocks

Power Splitter



| ACTIVE MODULES
Active xtremeDB modules are distribution blocks that provide advanced features while 
keeping system field service simple for users and technicians. The three variants of 
the active family include CAN J1939, CANopen, and DPLogic, the latter of which has a 
built-in controller. With DPLogic, the block becomes a main controller/PLC for either the 
system or for distributed logic. When controlling for distributed logic, you can process 
commands for sub systems, which reduces the load on the CANbus. In addition to short 
circuit and overcurrent protection, a complete set of fault codes is shown via port- and 
module-level LEDs, and these codes—and more—are broadcasted on the CAN to trigger 
fault messages on the display so operators can quickly identify possible problems on the 
machine. Pin-level status messaging can be used by a telematics connection for granular 
insight to machine functionality and troubleshooting.

Advanced programmers have the ability to generate their own code for these devices, but 
configuration with our active blocks is made simple when using our optimized xtremeDB 
Block Tool; using the tool, you can generate configuration code for your own controller, or 
you can deliver configurations to the block directly with our programming kit. 

Description Input Block Input/Output Block Output Block 
w/ PWM

Output Block 
w/ PWM(i)*

Output Block 
Discrete

PVG Valve Driver 
Block

Article Number DP-34044-2 DP-34044-1 DP-34044-3 DP-34044-4 DP-34044-5 DP-34044-7

# of Ports 10 (2 CAN, 8 I/O)

# of CAN Networks 1
(2 ports provided for system expansion via daisy chain configuration)

Total # of I/O 16 (2 I/O per port)

Total # of Inputs 16 8

N/A

N/A

# of Configurable 
Inputs

8 Digital, 
8 Analog/Digital

4 Digital, 
4 Analog/Digital

4 Digital, 
4 Analog/Digital

Input A Configurations Digital Positive, Digital Ground, 
Frequency/Counter/Encoder N/A

Input B Configurations 0-10V DC, 0-5V DC, 0-32V DC, 4-20ma, 
Digital Ground, Digital Positive N/A

Analog Resolution 12 bit, 1% Full Scale Accuracy 12 bit, 1% Full Scale 
Accuracy

Input Diagnostics Short Circuit N/A

Total # of Outputs

N/A

8 16 16 16 8

# of Paired Outputs N/A N/A 6 N/A N/A

Output Configurations Digital (+), PWM, 
PWM(i) 

Digital (+), 
PWM

Digital (+), 
PWM, PWM(i) Digital (+) PVEO, Ratiometric, 

Analog

PWM Frequency 40-1140Hz 100-700Hz N/A N/A

Output Diagnostics Short Circuit and Overcurrent

Max. Current/Output 1A 4A 4A x 14, 10A x 2 3A

Max. Output Current/
Module 2A 26A 52A 26A

Node ID Hardware-settable for each block, up to 16 per CAN network

Baud Rate 250 Kbits/s, 500 Kbits/s - User Settable

LEDs PWR, FLT, COM (CAN), STAT, I/O - with fault blink codes

* PWM(i) or closed loop current compensation is an option that will compensate for changing resistance in electrical output loads. This is particularly useful for valve coils where 
the mechanical properties of the coils vary greatly with temperature change which can create fluctuation in machine control over the course of the working day. Our PWM(i) 
outputs will automatically adjust the current output to compensate which means that the electrical setpoint of the output remains more predicatable and constant.



| PASSIVE MODULES
This discrete wired solution requires no setup or software configuration and is great for systems 
without a controller or where changing the software to add distributed I/O is not possible.  

The xtremeDB passive modules will enhance machine performance by eliminating the need for 
complex harnesses that are notoriously difficult to troubleshoot and are frequently the cause of 
problems and equipment downtime. Ports 7&9 are mirrored, and ports 8&10 are mirrored. Voltage 
assignment does not matter because all Pin 1s are connected.

The CAN splitter reduces wiring by allowing for multiple CAN devices to be connected to a 
centralized point.

Description Separate: PNP Common 
Ground: PNP

Common Power: 
NPN

Common w/o 
LEDs

Separate w/o 
LEDs

10 Port CAN 
Splitter

Article Number DP-34045-1 DP-34045-3 DP-34045-4 DP-34045-5 DP-34045-6 DP-34045-2

# of Ports 10

Total # of I/O 16 N/A

Switching 
Current 13A per pin N/A

Total Output 
Current 13A 26A N/A

LEDs STAT (PNP) STAT (NPN) None None  PWR

Ports 1-10 1=+V DC, 2=Sig 2, 
3=Gnd, 4=Sig 1 

1=Gnd, 2=Sig 2, 
3=Gnd, 4=Sig 1

1=+V DC, 2=Sig 2, 
3=+V DC, 4=Sig 1

1=Gnd, 2=Sig 2, 
3=Gnd, 4=Sig 1

1=+V DC, 2=Sig 2, 
3=+V DC, 4=Sig 1

1=+V DC, 2=CAN H, 
3=Gnd, 4=CAN L

| PVG Valve Driver Module
Easily place a Danfoss® PVG valve on a CAN system with the newest xtremeDB and free up controller 
pins and avoid the extra expense of complicated individual CAN coils.

Advantages

• Will drive up to 8 proportional coils (PVEA, PVEH, PVES) or 6 on/off (PVEO)
• Any control system can be used to create ratiometric signals with a CAN message and
    xtremeDB
• Includes Ratiometric output AND an input pin for the error signal
• Standard CAN J1939 messaging

Pin 1,7: Baud Rate
Pin 6, 13-15: Power
Pin 12, 16-18: Ground
Pin 2-5, 8-11: Node ID

Connector Kit: M-D185-xDBkit

| Inputs
Pin 1 = Power 
Pin 2 = Signal B
Pin 3 = Ground A
Pin 4 = Signal A

| Outputs
Pin 1 = Ground B 
Pin 2 = Signal B
Pin 3 = Ground B
Pin 4 = Signal A

| Power Plug Pinouts and Configuration



| PROGRAMMING TOOLS
Data Panel has in-house software engineers that develop applications specific to servicing our devices. The applications are 
available free on our website at www.datapanel.com/programming-tools.

The xtremeDB Block Tool
This application makes configuring 
your xtremeDB blocks a breeze. We’re 
talking minutes. Whether you’re using 
our programming kit or a controller, this 
application automatically generates 
configurations specific to your block 
and its intended functions.

DPLoader
This application allows you to apply firmware 
updates to your xtremeDB blocks with mimimal 
hassle. All the latest firmware can be found at 
www.datapanel.com/programming-tools in the 
Downloadable Firmware section. This application 
requires the use of a programming kit

The xtremeDB Programming 
Kit (DP-34005-12) is ideal for 
configuring large quantity orders, 
as it allows for configurations 
to be sent directly to the block. 
This kit is required to implement 
firmware updates.

| ACCESSORIES

4 Pin Port Dummy Plug
DP-34042-401
Seals any unused ports.

4 Pin CAN Terminating Plug
DP-34042-402
120 Ohm terminating resistor on pin 2 
and pin 4.

18 Pin 
Connector Kit
This connector kit comes 
with configuration jumpers 
and sealing plugs.

DP-34042-405



| PLUG

Poles Connector Cable Type Art. Number

4 MDC04-4P Black PUR 7072-72461-569xxxx

| SOCKET

| PLUG to SOCKET

xxxx = Length in Meters (m)
0150 = 1.5m 0300 = 3m 0500 = 5m 1000 = 10m

| xtremeDB CONNECTIVITY FOR IP69K: MURRELEKTRONIK MDC

| OPEN ENDED Y-CABLE

Poles Connector Cable Type Art. Number

4 MDC06-4S Black PUR 7072-72191-754xxxx

| FORM A VALVE to PLUG

Poles Cable Type 24V Art. Number

4 Black
PUR

LED & Supp 7072-77721-754xxxx

Without Comp. 7072-77731-754xxxx

ORDER FULFILLMENT WITH 
MURRELEKTRONIK

Data Panel Corporation is the mobile controls 
branch of Murrelektronik Inc., and orders of this 
product are fulfilled with the close cooperation 
of both companies.

| PLUG to M12 Male

Poles Connector Cable Type Art. Number

4 MDC06-4S to M12 Male Black PUR 7072-77281-569xxxx

| PLUG to M12 Female

Poles Connector Cable Type Art. Number

4 MDC06-4S to M12 Female Black PUR 7072-77301-569xxxx

Poles Connector Cable Type Art. Number

4
MDC06-4S to MDC06-4S Black PUR 7072-77091-569xxxx

MDC06-4S to MDC06-4S
CAN Connection Cable

Violet 
PUR 7072-77095-804xxxx

| PLUG to PLUG

| Y-CABLE: MDC

Poles Connector Cable Type Art. Number

4 MDC06-4S to 2 x MDC06-2S Black
PUR 7072-77501-754xxxx

Poles Connector Cable Type Art. Number

4 MDC06-4S to MDC04-4P Black PUR 7072-77061-569xxxx

Poles Connector Cable Type Art. Number

4 MDC06-4S Black PUR 7072-72161-569xxxx

| 2x FORM A VALVE to PLUG

Poles Cable Type Span (L) Art. Number

4 Black PUR
L = 110mm 7072-77801-637xxxx

L = 150mm 7072-77811-637xxxx

Other MDC configurations include 2, 3, 4, and 6 pole plug and socket 
variations with many more termination options. See www.murrinc.com for 
more information.

18 Pin 
Connector Kit
This connector kit comes 
with configuration jumpers 
and sealing plugs.
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